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A B S T R A C T   

Eye gaze is a prominent feature of human social lives, but little is known on whether fitting eyes on machines makes humans trust them more. In this 
study we compared subjective and objective markers of human trust when collaborating with eyed and non-eyed robots of the same type. We used 
virtual reality scenes in which we manipulated distance and the presence of eyes on a robot’s display during simple collaboration scenes. We found 
that while collaboration with eyed cobots resulted in slightly higher subjective trust ratings, the objective markers such as pupil size and task 
completion time indicated it was in fact less comfortable to collaborate with eyed robots. These findings are in line with recent suggestions that 
anthropomorphism may be actually a detrimental feature of collaborative robots. These findings also show the complex relationship between human 
objective and subjective markers of trust when collaborating with artificial agents.   

1. Introduction 

Humans are a collaborative species. Hunting together, dancing together, and working together requires seamless communication and 
adaptation to the actions of the partner. Eyes are a critical element for human social life, as they communicate intentions [1], allowing 
the interaction partner to read and adapt to these intentions. Eye gaze predictively guides human actions [2] and is attracted to object 
affordances [3,4] which constitutes a critical element for reading other agents’ intentions [1,5]. In recent years, robots have seen wider 
integration in human activities, a transformation accelerated by COVID-19 pandemic [6], leading human-robot collaboration (HRC) to 
become one of the most pressing issues to advance present society. Collaborative robots (cobots) can help humans in mundane or 
dangerous tasks across industrial or medical sectors. Some cobots are fitted with human-like eyes to give them a more anthropomorphic 
appearance for improving the naturality of their interface [7]. For example, the company Rethink Robotics included gaze as a feature in 
their Baxter and Sawyer cobots to putatively increase users’ feeling of comfort [8]. In our study, we directly investigated whether the 
robot eyes indeed have positive impact on the objective and subjective markers of human trust during human-robot collaboration. 
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According to authors like Kuipers [9] or Hancock [10] trust is a key aspect in human-robot interaction (HRI); it enables successful 
cooperation between agents to produce better outcomes. Trust, which can be understood as “the willingness of a party to be vulnerable to the 
actions of another party based on the expectation that the other will perform a particular action important to the trustor”, is a complex 
construct [11]. One of the core principles of human-machine interaction (HMI) is to go beyond technical-centric approaches towards a more 
human-centric approach [12,13]. This approach has been addressed in today’s artificial intelligence (AI)-enabled systems in which the 
trustworthiness of technology has been explored [14–17]. The literature illustrates, for instance, that factors affecting trust in human-robot 
interaction span across user-, robot- and environmental factors, with robot characteristics being most important [18]. The same evidence 
was found in HRI, where robots’ technical and design features can influence user acceptance and readiness to trust [9,19–22]. According to 
Morana et al. [23], benevolent features (e.g., anthropomorphism) could affect users’ trust. Similar effects were found when interacting with 
conversational agents [23–26]. However, prior studies in HRC failed to demonstrate any strong effect of increased anthropomorphism on 
human trust and acceptability [27]. In a recent review, Roesler et al. [28] summarized those findings which suggested that robot anthro-
pomorphism had no positive effect on perceived safety, empathy, and human task performance. The authors also showed that anthropo-
morphic effects on human behavior were highly heterogenous across studies, likely due to context-specific moderators. Another issue is low 
sample sizes in the prior studies. As pointed out by several authors [29], the use of small sample sizes and the low statistical power yielded 
may lead to conclusions that overlooked real effects or false positives. Given the small sample size used in a number of studies reporting the 
lack of positive anthropomorphism effects on human subjective trust/acceptability ratings and physiological signals [27,30], their negative 
findings in objective markers could have occurred indeed due to low statistical power. This overall lack of clear effect of anthropomorphism 
on HRI is surprising. Intuitively, one would expect that the more human-like the robots, the better the quality of human interactions with 
them [31]. This is not always true – if robots resemble humans too closely, they are perceived as strange and unpleasant to interact with 
[32–34]. First described by Masahiro Mori, this effect of repulsion to unrealistically anthropomorphic robots is called the “uncanny valley” 
[35]. The uncanny valley is not limited to humans: other social primates also show adverse behavior towards realistic avatars [33]. This 
suggests that the primate brain may have hardwired neural systems allowing for intuitive discriminating of “natural” behavior. The “un-
canny valley” has been described for social HMI and shown to affect acceptability and trust [34]. There is evidence showing that human 
brain activities are modulated by whether they interacted with a human or a robotic agent [36], which suggests that human preference for 
interacting with humans might be indeed “hardwired” in the brain. How strong is this preference when it comes to cooperative behavior? 

When humans cooperate, they establish trust by tracking the other person’s behavior such as movement type, speed and precision 
and non-verbal cues such as their eye gaze target. Of those social cues, eyes seem to have a special value for human interaction [1], as 
eyes convey important social cues humans learn to interpret since infancy [37,38]. Likewise, human pupil size signifies interest in an 
object [39] or cognitive load [40] and synchronized pupil responses are a reliable proxy for establishing trust during human in-
teractions [41]. One could then speculate that equipping artificial systems, such as robots, with eyes could lead to increased trust, but is 
this really the case? There seems to be no straightforward answer to this question. For example, in previous studies robots’ gaze was 
usually confounded with their overall anthropomorphic appearance [27]. A notable exception was a recent study by Onnasch and 
Hildebrand [42] where a real, one armed (and thereby limitedly anthropomorphic) cobot could have its eyes (face) animation 
switched on and off depending on condition. No positive effect of cobot eyes was shown on human performance or on the perception of 
the cobot. As only a one-armed robot (Sawyer) was used in that study, it begs the question whether the presence of eyes on a 
non-anthropomorphic robot further increases the uncanny valley, and negatively impacts human reactions. 

Here, we focused on the effects of eyes as a feature of a collaborative robot on human trust, using both subjective and objective 
measures. To investigate this, we used a realistic virtual reality scenario and a digital twin of a real collaborative robot. We used a two- 
armed robot (Baxter) for maximizing the anthropomorphic appearance of the robot. We placed the robot at two distances from the user 
to manipulate whether the user’s body was within the reach of the robot or not. To obtain a clear effect of eyes, we used one robot 
model and manipulated the presence/absence of robot eyes while keeping the rest of interaction scenarios constant. Based on the 
previously suggested disparity between objective and subjective measures of trust and acceptability in HRI scenarios [27,28,30], we 
decided to combine both user self-reports and physiological measures, i.e., user’s action performance (speed), heart rate, and pupil 
size. We additionally scrutinized whether users of different genders show different preferences to eyed cobots as gender seems to play 
an unclear role in HRI [43,44]. Similarly, we measured whether subjects with different technology acceptance levels differentially 
react to eyed cobots as technology acceptance and trust seem to be highly interconnected [45–47]. 

We expected that cobot eyes (independent variable: eyed/eyeless Baxter) will have a significant impact on user’s trust ratings and their 
heart rate and pupil responses. Additionally, we expected a correlation between the trust ratings and physiological signals and the user’s 
technology acceptance and gender. We further expected to find a negative correlation between users’ trust ratings, pulse rate, and pupil 
response. We also expected that user trust correlates positively with efficiency resulting in faster task completion. Lastly, we expected the 
trust ratings and physiological signals to interact with distance between the user and the cobot, namely situations when the user is outside or 
within the cobot’s reach, as the latter exposes the user to a potential threat of being hit by the robot and hence should lower the trust rating. 

2. Materials and methods 

2.1. Participants 

Thirty-eight individuals (M age = 22.90 years old; SD = 5.65), between 18 (n = 6; 15.80%) and 42 years (n = 2; 5.30%), voluntarily 
participated in this experiment. The sample was mostly formed by women (n = 22; 57.90%), but also included men (n = 16; 42.10%). 
The imbalance resulted from recruitment procedures and could not be compensated for by recruiting more men. Participants were all 
right-handed except for one and had normal or corrected to normal vision. 
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2.2. Procedures 

The study obtained ethical approval from the Ethics and Deontology Committee for Research (CEDI) of the Faculty of Psychology 
and Educational Sciences of the University of Coimbra: CEDI/FPCEUC:64/1, June 22, 2022. The experiment began with the partic-
ipant’s informed consent, where the goals of study were explained, and the anonymity and confidentiality of data collected assured. 
For this purpose, a six-digit alphanumeric code was used to anonymize subjects’ data (i.e., first name letter and first surname letter, day 
of birthday, and cell phone number’s last two digits). Participants completed a sociodemographic data questionnaire (e.g., gender, 
age), and pretest, i.e., Technology Acceptance Model Scale - TAMS [48] and Human-Robot Interaction Scale - HRITS [49]. Participants 
were informed on the experimental procedures and then helped to put on all the equipment (i.e., headset, remote, and pulse oximeter). 
The participants’ well-being was ensured throughout the experiment. 

2.3. Setup and physiological data preprocessing 

The scenes ran in Unity (version 2019.2.8f1). Open BCI Cyton board (OpenBCI) was used to record pulse rate from a sensor fixed to 
the participant’s index finger of their left hand. Vive Pro Eye was used to display the scene and recorded eye (pupil) data through Vive 
SRanipal SDK, and LabRecorder for logging and synchronizing physiological responses. Pulse data were lowpass-filtered with a 
Butterworth filter at 1 Hz cutoff-frequency. Pupil data was filtered with a lowpass Butterworth filter with a 2 Hz cutoff-frequency. As 
virtual reality (VR) ambient lighting was constant across experimental conditions, we used the average pupil width across all trials 
within a block to estimate pupil width per condition. 

2.4. Baxter digital twin 

We used a two-arms Baxter robot (Rethink Robotics) to maximize anthropomorphism. Baxter could use either hand (random) in 
interactions. The model was controlled through the Robot Operating System (ROS) framework (v. 1.15.9) and used the MoveIt [50] 
motion planner via RViz (v.14.14.4). We chose this motion planning platform for maximized realism and immersion. We used the 
maximum speed of Baxter arms allowed by the motion planner. The robot moved fully autonomously. 

Baxter was placed at either 120/130 cm or 160–170 cm of distance to the operator, conditions named as “Near” and “Far” 
respectively. In the “Near” condition, the robot could potentially reach the subject’s body, while it could not do so in the “Far” 
condition. The monitor displaying the robot eyes could be on and off depending on the experimental condition (see Study Design). 
During the movement, the robot monitor and eyes would follow the end-effector in a naturalistic manner. 

2.5. Self-report scales 

A self-report scale was used to scrutinize subjective perception of trust: Human-Robot Interaction Trust Scale - HRITS [49]. In 
addition, subjects were asked to fill out the Technology Acceptance Model Scale - TAMS [48] and a sociodemographic questionnaire (i. 
e., gender, age). 

The TAMS [48] includes two forms: (a) Perceived usefulness of new technology (originally: electronic mail), and (b) Perceived ease 
of use of new technology. The first measures the extent to which individuals believe that using new technology improves their per-
formance. The second measures how much individuals are convinced that using new technology frees them from mental and physical 
effort. Both forms are composed of 10 items, whose response options are according to a 7-point Likert scale: 1- strongly disagree, 2- 
disagree, 3- slightly disagree, 4- neither agree nor disagree, 5- slightly agree, 6- agree, and 7- strongly agree. 

The HRITS [49], based on the HCTM [51,52], aims to measure the user’s risk perception (the impact of perceived risk on the degree 
of trust is relevant for understanding whether the user’s subjective view of the risk corresponds to the safety level of HRI), competency 
(the notion of functionality closely linked to the concept of the gulf of execution in an attempt to understand how the object operates) 
benevolence (the entrusted acts in the best interest of those who trust, which proves to be relevant to trust, facilitating the correct 
assessment of risk.), and reciprocity (the notion of reciprocity is related to the emotional satisfaction factor), while interacting with a 
cobot. It comprises 11 items, answered on a 5-point Likert scale: 1- strongly disagree, 2- disagree, 3- neither agree nor disagree, 4- 
agree, and 5- strongly agree. HRITS is the Portuguese version of the HCTM Scale [49,51–53] for the human-robot interaction context. 

3. Study design 

3.1. Trial description 

The scene consisted of the robot and user positioned at two sides of a table, on which a target item (tool was placed). The user’s 
hands were animated and pressing the controller’s trigger button initiated grasping movement of the virtual hand. Each trial started 
with a sound indicating that the robot had started reaching (passing the tool) to the user. The robot could use, randomly, either its right 
or left arm. The user could intercept (grab) the tool at any time. After the user grabbed the object, the robot hand returned to the initial 
position and the next trial began. See Fig. 1 for the detailed design and scene appearance. The user was instructed to use only their right 
hand as the pulse sensor was placed on the left one. It is important to note that as the robot was controlled through RViz motion planner 
and user responses, trial durations were not fixed. 

The experiment consisted of four blocks (10 trials per blocks), followed by a posttest questionnaire between blocks (HRTIS). The 
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order of the four test conditions was randomized and balanced within the group. Heart rate, head and eye movement were measured 
continuously during the experiment. 

4. Results 

4.1. Human-robot trust scale 

To test the direct impact of cobot eyes on perceived trust (Fig. 2), we performed a 2 × 2 × 2 ANOVA (Cobot eyes: On/Off; Distance: 
Near/Far; Participant gender: Male/Female). We found that eyed cobots yielded a significant, very weak effect of higher trust (F(1,36) =

10.7441; p = 0.002; eta2
G = 0.003; Mdiff = 0.07). Cobot distance did not significantly affect trust (p > 0.8), neither did participant 

gender (p > 0.4). No interaction effects were significant (p > 0.15). 
To test effects of cobot eyes and distance on objective variables, we used a 2×2 ANOVA with factors: Cobot eyes (On/Off) and 

Distance (Near/Far) for pupil size, task duration and pulse rate (Fig. 3A–C). 
We observed significantly smaller pupil size when interacting with eyed cobots (Main effect of eyes: F(1,37) = 6.99; p = 0.012; eta2

G =

0.012; Mdiff = − 0.16) and when the cobots were near to the user (Distance: F(1,37) = 7.6; p = 0.009; eta2
G = 0.008; Mdiff = 0.13). There was no 

significant interaction effect (p >0.6). Interestingly, task duration was longer for eyed cobots, especially those positioned farther away (Eyes: 
F(1,37) = 4.32; p = 0.045; eta2

G = 0.034; Distance: F(1,37) = 3.48; p = 0.07; eta2
G = 0.01; Interaction: F(1,37) = 5.44; p = 0.025; eta2

G = 0.018). 
There was no significant effect of cobot gaze and distance on pulse rate (Eyes: p > 0.8; Distance: p > 0.7; Interaction: p > 0.8). 

4.1.1. Correlations between variables 
We investigated whether the variables that significantly differ for cobot eyes (such as HRITS score or pupil width) are further 

modulated by individual traits, such as technology acceptance. We found a moderate positive correlation between TAMa (perceived 
usefulness of technology) and HRITS ratings in all eyes and distance conditions, either significant or nearing significance (see Sup-
plementary Table S1 for detailed values). A significant moderate to weak negative correlation was found between TAMb (perceived 
easiness of use of technology) and pupil size in most eyes and distance conditions apart from EyesOn Far. This difference in pupil size 
was not, however, accompanied by faster task completion, as there was no significant correlation (p > 0.2) between TAMb and task 
duration in any condition. There was also no correlation between pupil sizes and task durations in any condition. 

5. Discussion 

We observed a weak influence of cobot eyes on subjective trust, i.e.: cobots with eyes were rated higher by subjects on trust scale. 
We further observed that participants completed tasks faster when interacting with eyeless cobots which was accompanied by 
significantly larger pupil sizes. Interestingly, we observed a negative correlation between TAMb (perceived easiness of use of tech-
nology) and both task duration and pupil size. 

Our study results show a very weak effect of cobot eyes on human trust, which is in line with other studies which suggested a rather 
limited impact of anthropomorphism on human perception of collaborative robots [28,42,54]. This further suggests that even if eyes as 
a pervasive feature of cobots indeed have any effect on subjectively rated trust, the effect is minimal. 

Fig. 1. An example timeline of the experiment together with visualizations of the collaboration scenes. The sequence of conditions was balanced 
across participants. 
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Furthermore, regardless of the higher self-reported trust, the presence of objectively measured signatures of trust like broader 
pupils and faster task completion for non-eyed cobots might indicate better (cognitive) performance when interacting with cobots 
without eyes. The results we present here and those from previous studies [28,42] show that trust, as a complex concept cannot be 
assessed on the basis of a single variable, be it self-reports or objective measures. In our opinion, however, that analyses considering 
multiple variables at once can lead to accurate and robust assessment of user trust in HRI. 

Some authors concluded that anthropomorphism might be confusing to humans due to distraction when collaborating with an eyed 
robot [27,28,54]. Our results seem to corroborate this view. Moreover, the disparity between subjective and objective measures suggests 
that in assessing HRC, the latter may be more informative about the user’s actual emotional and cognitive state, as suggested by several 
authors [30,42,55]. Subjective measures of acceptability and trust might be prone to confounds, as they might be driven, for example, by 
experimental demand characteristics, an often-overlooked effect [56,57]. The presence of demand characteristics could at least partially 
explain the different (or context-dependent) findings in studies looking at anthropomorphism in HRC but needs to be studied further. 

Robot design seems to be one of critical features when integrating robots into human societies. As several authors pointed out, 
whether anthropomorphism helps humans to better (e.g., more efficiently) interact with robots is one of the primary problems to solve 
[28,54,58]. The question why anthropomorphism and especially having eyes would be a detrimental rather than a helpful feature of 
collaborative robots can be answered in more than one way. 

Eyes play an important role in human social life. Eye gaze automatically captures and directs attention [1]. Pupils dilate to show interest in 
an object, increased cognitive load [59]. For this reason, pupillary responses are an important clue in social interactions. Synchronized pupil 
dilations seem to underlie trust in social interactions [41] and human brains synchronize faster during eye contact [60]. Such synchronization 
is suggested to underlie human empathy and the ability to coordinate actions. Likewise, brain oscillations have been shown to differ during 
interactions with robots vs. other humans [36] suggesting that the brain makes a substantial difference between those two agent classes. This 
may be one reason why eyes on a non-sentient agent are not perceived as natural, just as the uncanny valley model would suggest. 

Another possibility is that eyes indeed give the robot a human-like appearance and the brain perceives it likewise. Humans are 
social animals with cooperation between them being crucial for their survival. Human evolution has favored communicative eyes [61]. 
For example, in the study of Singh et al. [62], having eye contact during norm-breaking behavior as compared to no eye contact led to a 
stronger increase in self-reported embarrassment, a higher heart rate, more hesitation and laughter. They concluded that eye contact 
gives people the power to punish norm breaking in others by inducing an aversive emotional experience. Therefore, one would expect 
that cobot eyes may actually result in worse performance by humans, dependent on the circumstances such as relative task difficulty 
level [63] or distraction [42]. Both larger pupil aperture and faster task completion when interacting with non-eyed cobots speak in 
favor of eyes as a rather detrimental feature of collaborative robots. Interestingly, some subjects spontaneously indicated that they 

Fig. 2. Average HRITS ratings depending on cobot eyes (On/Off) and distance (Near/Far). Error bars denote SEM.  

Fig. 3. Influence of robot eyes (On/Off) and distance (Near/Far) on pupil aperture (A), task duration (B) and pulse rate (C). Average pupil sizes when 
interacting with cobot were larger for eyeless vs. eyed cobots. They were also significantly larger for near than far cobots. Error bars denote SEM. 
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perceived the eyed cobots as unpleasant and weird to interact with due to the sense of being observed (by robots). This aspect was not 
systematically investigated in post-test surveys other than HRITS but deserves further studies. 

5.1. Limitations and potential confounds 

While our current results seem rather clear, we identify a number of potential confounds to be addressed by future studies before we 
can generalize findings to formulate an exhaustive model of anthropomorphism impact on HRC. First, while our subjects completed 
multiple trials with the same cobot, we do not know how ratings and objective measures would differ after a prolonged duration of 
interactions and in a less repetitive setting. Would eyed cobots be more pleasant to interact with and facilitate human performance in a 
longer run? We believe that quantifying human experience with robots (for example testing experienced robot operators could yield 
different results than when participants are inexperienced). Likewise, we measured trust ratings only in posttest, therefore we cannot 
relate to dynamics of how the feeling of trust evolved in our subjects and how much resulted from post-hoc cognitive evaluations. 
Further studies should take this issue into account. 

Our study (and similar ones) used simplified robotic gaze in interactions. Human eyes are a very subtle and precise indicator of 
action intention [64]. Would cobot eyes have more impact on human performance if their gaze were more informative and helped 
tracking robot “intentions”? Whether the human brain relies on gaze in perceiving actions and intentions of non-human agents, re-
mains to be determined. Due to motion planner constraints, the robot actions in our experiment were rather slow. We expect that the 
effects of gaze could be different if the collaboration was more dynamic and relied on more reflexive cues guiding human motor 
actions, eye gaze being one of them, as it has been shown to automatically guide attention [1]. 

Interestingly, pupil sizes were larger if the robot was placed closer to the participant, i.e. when the robot arm could potentially 
reach the participant. This is an important moderator to interpreting pupil data. Pupils dilate in case of emotional arousal like hazard 
perception [59]. As being within robot reach could be a potentially hazardous scenario, we believe that this particular finding shows 
the complexity and limitations of interpreting pupil size alone purely as the index of trust. As in our study the differences between 
experimental conditions were stable and controlled for, it is unlikely that the average pupil aperture resulted from any physiological 
confounds such as environmental lighting (as those were identical across conditions). However, pupil size is a dynamic variable and in 
future studies it is worth scrutinizing pupillary events and their differential causes. This can be done using multivariate analyses and 
more dynamic approaches to pupillometry, like index of cognitive activity which allows disentangling pupil events related to 
cognition, from responses to illumination changes [65]. 

Lastly, our study used a realistic virtual reality scenario and a digital twin of a real collaborative robot. As our findings were in line 
with those reported with real robots [42], we do not find the use of virtual reality simulation problematic, but a direct replication of our 
scenarios with real robots will be very beneficial for validating the reliability of VR in simulating HRC scenarios. 

6. Conclusions 

Cobot gaze may not be that important for manual collaboration. Humans seem to report marginally higher trust in eyed cobots 
when asked in self-reports. At the same time, objective metrics such as task completion time and pupil responses suggest more 
comfortable cooperation with non-eyed robots. This shows that humans might not need human-like machines to trust and work with 
them. Instead, they seem to collaborate better with machine-like, eyeless machines. 
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Supplementary materials  

Supplementary Table 1 
Correlations between main variables related to cobot gaze and trust         

HRITS  Pupil size Task Duration    

TAM_a  TAM_b  EyesOnNear  EyesOn 
Far  

EyesOff 
Near  

EyesOff 
Far  

EyesOn 
Near  

EyesOn 
Far  

EyesOff 
Near  

EyesOff 
Far 

EyesOn 
Near  

EyesOn 
Far  

EyesOff 
Near   

TAM_a Pearson’s 
r 

–                           

p-value –                          
TAM_b Pearson’s 

r 
0.115  –                         

p-value 0.498  –                       
HRITS Eyes Near Pearson’s 

r 
0.293  − 0.186  –                      

p-value 0.074  0.271  –                     
EyesOn Far Pearson’s 

r 
0.332 * − 0.238  0.927 *** –                    

p-value 0.042  0.156  <.001  –                   
EyesOff 
Near 

Pearson’s 
r 

0.306  − 0.211  0.943 *** 0.927 *** –                  

p-value 0.061  0.210  <.001  <.001  –                 
EyesOff 
Far 

Pearson’s 
r 

0.276  − 0.277  0.945 *** 0.916 *** 0.896 *** –                

p-value 0.094  0.096  <.001  <.001  <.001  –               
Pupil EyesOn 

Near 
Pearson’s 
r 

0.084  − 0.463 ** 0.289  0.307  0.336 * 0.366 * –              

p-value 0.617  0.004  0.078  0.061  0.039  0.024  –             
EyesOn Far Pearson’s 

r 
0.025  − 0.226  0.213  0.200  0.280  0.251  0.810 *** –            

p-value 0.883  0.178  0.200  0.229  0.089  0.128  <.001  –           
EyesOff ear Pearson’s 

r 
0.019  − 0.411 * 0.277  0.259  0.319  0.323 * 0.837 *** 0.825 *** –          

p-value 0.909  0.011  0.092  0.116  0.051  0.048  <.001  <.001  –         
EyesOff 
Far 

Pearson’s 
r 

0.005  − 0.329 * 0.258  0.223  0.274  0.269  0.773 *** 0.721 *** 0.858 *** –        

p-value 0.976  0.047  0.118  0.179  0.097  0.103  <.001  <.001  <.001  –       
TD EyesOn 

Near 
Pearson’s 
r 

− 0.075  0.046  − 0.109  − 0.030  − 0.104  − 0.137  − 0.076  − 0.045  − 0.172  − 0.119 –       

p-value 0.653  0.786  0.516  0.859  0.535  0.413  0.649  0.790  0.303  0.476 –      
EyesOn Far Pearson’s 

r 
− 0.013  − 0.090  − 0.047  − 0.024  − 0.031  − 0.080  − 0.017  − 0.135  − 0.156  − 0.155 0.791 *** –     

p-value 0.938  0.597  0.780  0.886  0.854  0.634  0.922  0.420  0.349  0.354 <.001  –    
EyesOff 
Near 

Pearson’s 
r 

− 0.135  − 0.016  0.019  − 0.004  0.051  0.012  0.132  0.213  0.204  0.184 0.037  0.157  –   

p-value 0.420  0.926  0.909  0.982  0.761  0.943  0.431  0.200  0.220  0.268 0.824  0.347  –  
EyesOff 
Far 

Pearson’s 
r 

0.007  0.211  − 0.100  0.000  − 0.045  − 0.053  0.150  0.165  − 0.125  − 0.301 0.414 ** 0.349 * 0.112 –   

p-value 0.966  0.210  0.550  1000  0.788  0.750  0.367  0.322  0.454  0.066 0.010  0.032  0.503 –  
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